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Starting May 04 Gleason brings the show to you:  

emotions virtual show 
 

With tradeshows and in-person visits at a minimum, access to new 

technologies can be limited.  Until the world returns to business as 

usual, Gleason offers a solution: the “emotions” virtual show, an up-

close, virtual experience that puts the latest technologies at the global 

gear industry’s fingertips. 

 

April 21, 2021, Rochester, NY 

Gleason Corporation is launching its first-ever virtual event, called “emotions” on May 4th 

to showcase the latest gear technology innovations for cylindrical and bevel gear design 

and manufacture. From May 4th through May 12th, Gleason will give visitors access to 

four showrooms featuring demonstrations of gear design, manufacturing, inspection and 

tooling solutions, including Closed Loop manufacturing, in-process inspection and 

detailed gear noise analysis. Exhibits will address solutions for the next generation of e-

drive and power transmission products. 

Each showroom will open with a special event topic, presented by industry experts: 

May 04: Gear and Transmission Design  

Product Liability and Developments in International Standards 

Dr. Ulrich Kissling, KISSsoft AG, a Gleason Company 
 

May 05: e-Drive Gears  

Challenges and Solutions in Gear Design, Manufacturing and Measurement 

Dr. Antoine Türich, Gleason Corporation 
 

May 06: Industrial Gears  

Race to CO2 Neutrality / Gear Manufacturing for Eco-Performance 

Dr. Tim Gudszend, Gleason-Pfauter Maschinenfabrik GmbH 
 

May 07, 2021: Bevel Gears  

Diff² Double Differential for e-Drives 

Prof. Dr. Hermann J. Stadtfeld, The Gleason Works 
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After each opening event participants can browse through the respective show rooms to 
experience the featured technologies, with or without a guided tour. Gleason’s technology 

experts and product managers are going to be available through the duration of the virtual 
event to answer any question.  

 

To register for “emotions”, participate in the opening events, and get the first 
glimpse at what's next in gear technology, visit: Welcome to emotions 

 

Registration link extended:  

https://www.gleason.com/en/facts-and-news/events/856/emotions-virtual-show 

 

 

Gleason is a global leader in gear technology. Gleason’s "Total Gear Solutions"  range from gear and 

transmission design software to the development and production of gear manufacturing machines and 

related accessories, gear metrology equipment and automation systems. Gleason products are used by 

customers in the automotive, commercial vehicle, aerospace, agricultural, mining, energy, construction, 

power tool, marine and many other industrial equipment markets. Gleason has manufacturing facilities in 

the U.S., Brazil, Germany, Switzerland, India, China and Japan, and operates sales and service offices in 

North and South America, Europe and Asia Pacific. For more information about Gleason Corporation, 

please visit www.gleason.com. 

 

 

For further information please contact: 

Christian Albrecht, Director Global Marketing 

Gleason Corporation 

calbrecht@gleason.com 

https://www.gleason.com/en/facts-and-news/events/856/emotions-virtual-show
http://www.gleason.com/

